.
This function makes the claim that there has taken place an event consisting of the motion of x from X to ~. In other words, the first variable of GO corresponds to the Theme, the second to the Source, and the third to the Goal. 
Next consider (2).
(2)a. Max is in Africa.
b. The cat lay on the couch. c. The statue stands on Cambridge Common.
These do not describe a motion, but rather the location of an object relative to some object.
The formal semantic representation of (2) will thus include a function BE(x,y), where X is the Theme (the object being located) and X its Location.
As in (I), the differences of meaning among the sentences in In (6), the object described by the direct object of the sentence undergoes a change in whom it belongs to.
By analogy with (I), we can call the object undergoing change the Theme, and the initial and final states Source and Goal respectively.
(7) expresses states of possession; by parallel with (6) and (2), we will call the possessed object Theme and the possessor Location.
(8) also expresses a single unchanging possessor; but at 6:00 may be added only to
and what happened was may be prefixed only to (8), not to (7).
Thus there is an important parallel between (6)- (8) 
and (I)-(3).
Gruber chooses to represent this parallel by claiming that (6) are GO verbs, (7) are BE verbs, and (8) are STAY verbs. The difference between (6)- (8) and ( 
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Another important "mode of location" besides Positional and Possessional is illustrated in the following examples. The same three-way contrast obtains. (26) Phil gave the bill to Lyn. CAUSE(PHIL,GO~.~(THE BILL,PHIL,LYN)) GO~$~(THE BILL,PHIL,LYN) ~ Phil had the bill, and then Lyn had it. BE~(THE BILL,PHIL) AT t a AND BE~Q~(THE BILL,LYN) AT t~ for some t I , tm such that t~<t L There is no inference from NOT GO, since if someone didn't go from one place to another we can make no inferences about where he was at any time, without further knowledge.
A very important inference rule is that if and only if someone is not someplace, he is somewhere else.
We represent the sense "a place other than Z" as NOT Z, for reasons to become clear shortly.
(27) NOT BE (X,Z)<->BE (X, NOT Z) Also, if and only if someone is someplace, he is not elsewhere.
I
(28) BE (X,Z)<->NOT BE (X, NOT Z) 
JIM FIGHT
This kind of inference is characteristic of the "implicative" verbs described by Karttunen (1971) .
In 
